African–American Mathematics: Successes and Challenges
sixth in an annual series of symposia
‘‘Without Number: Mathematics and Culture’’
Saturday, February 28, 2004
Boston University, College of Arts and Sciences (CAS)
685–725 Commonwealth Avenue, CAS Room B12

Panel Discussion 11:00–12:30
African–American Mathematics: Successes and Challenges I
Reception: 12:30–2:00
Keynote Address 2:00–3:00
Floyd L. Williams (UMASS Amherst)
‘‘Some thoughts on teaching, mentoring, learning, and use of knowledge’’
Coffee Break 3:00–3:30
Panel Discussion 3:30–5:00
African–American Mathematics: Successes and Challenges II

Confirmed Panelists: Emery Brown (Harvard Medical School and Massachusetts General Hospital), Jimmie Davis (MITRE Corporation), Lloyd Douglas (The National Science Foundation), Roscoe Giles (Boston University), Kenneth Manning (MIT)

PLEASE REGISTER HERE! http://math.bu.edu/people/ep/AFRAMATH